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Curators Hear Report On MU Reappraisal
The University of Missouri Board of
Curators heard status reports on the
University's reappraisal of its
academic and non-academic programs
at its meeting in Columbia, Friday,
Feb. L
Initiated in 1971, institutional reappraisal is a process which is evaluating
the total University effort. Results of
the evaluation will chart the directions
of the University during the decade
1975-85.

University President C. Brice Ratchford reported that the University-

wide Academic Plan is in. the final
stages of preparation and is slated for
presentation to the Board of Curators at
its May meeting. He said that individual campuses were being asked to
decided by Friday, Feb. 15, which
of their academic programs should
receive additional funding during the
next decade , which are to recieve
funding at the same level, reduced
funding, or be terminated.
Dr. Ratchford said that estimated
costs of individual campus academic
programs have been prepared as a
guide for the campuses' decisions on
program funding . Projected through

1985, the cost estimates include annual
inflation factors of four percent for »
salaries and wages and six percent for
expense and equipment. "These cost
estimates are very general and approximate and should be read and
interpreted rigidly. More refined -and
complete estimates of costs will be
developed for the final University
Academic Plan later in the spring," he
said.

"But these preliminary cost
estimates will help the campuses
determine
program
funding
rationally-on the basis of ap-

proximately how much a program now
costs to operate; how much it will cost
in 10 years, given a steady yearly inflation effect, and how much available
funding the campuses are likely to have
in the future," Dr. Ratchford said.
Inflation , he emphasized, is likely to
cause constant problems because it will
be present no matter what else the
University tries to accomplish.
Dr. Ratchford pOinted out that instructional costs for the total University stood at $62,593,000 during 1972-73.
Those costs would rise to $139,551,000
during 1984-85 because of projected
enrollment increases, inflation and
academic program changes built into
the campus academic plans submitted
in mid-December. Of the total
million projected increase in needed
funding, about $55 million is attributed
to inflation. Revenue would continue to
corne from a number of sources, the
major one~ being student fees and state
approporiations.
Dr. Ratchford emphasized that the
tentative projected costs are based on
the initial campus plans, which are now
being refined to reflect priorities.
To help the Academic Planning
Council as it assembles the final
University Academic Plan, Dr. Ratchford said each campus should make
academic program decisions in a
manner consistent with the campus
mission within the total University and
consistent with cost expectations.
Estimated costs of proposed academic
plans- as well as the expected effects
of inflation-require campuses to relate
anticipated program costs to expected
production from the program. Another
important concern in determining
program priorities will be the quality of
each program .
Additionally, a core of basic
disciplines is needed on each campus,
but decisions must be made regarding
the emphasis to be placed on· these
disciplines. Each campus also will
consider the potential of its programs
as it relates to the other campuses.
Dr. Paul Nagel, vice-president for
academic aifairs , reported on the final
phase of the evaluation process. He said
evaluations in process or to be initiated
are in the areas of University
development, business and finance .
Also to be completed is the evaluation
of the second phase fo University
research , which has been carried out in
two parts. Thus, all areas of the
University, both academic and nonacademic, will have been studied by
outside teams of experts whose findings
and recommendations will go to the
University president.
Graduate faculties on the four
campuses . are in the process of
nominating candidates for the
University'S doctoral faculty. Scholars,
teachers , and researchers who have
gained recognition for their " mature,
sustained , independent work," as the
selection guidelines state, are those
who will be named to direct the work of
the University's doctoral studentswithout regard to campus location.
Nominations will be reviewed at the
department, campus and University
levels in keeping with the University 's
academic plan , future resources and
scope of University doctoral programs.

m

TAU BETA PI p~esident Leonard Laskowski, second
from left, accepts a check for $600 from Dr. J. Paul
Youngblood, second from right, professional '
recruiti ng maoager for Monsanto Company . The
stipend from Monsanto Company, St. Louis, will be

used to help with the initiation fees of selected Tau
Beta Pi electees. Dr . Ron Fannin, left, faculty advisor
of Tau Beta Pi national engineering honor society, and
Marvin Borgmeyer , right, president last semester,
also attended the presentation ceremony.
DAILY NEWS Photo

Tau Beta Pi Receives Stipend
The University of Missouri-Rolla
Chapter of Tau Beta Pi , the national
engineering honor society, has recently
been notified that they were the
recipients of a $600 stipend from
Monsanto Company.

The stipend will be placed in a
general account , the interest from
which will pay the initiation fee of a
selected Tau Beta Pi electee. The
electee who will receive the MonsantoTau Beta Pi Membership Award must
be from the Chemical, Electrical or
Mechanical Engineering Departments.
Dr. J. Paul Youngblood, professional
recruiting manager for Monsanto,

commented , " Monsanto realizes the
honor and significance of being a ·
member of Tau Beta Pi and would like
to have a chance to recognize an outstanding new member."
Dr. Youngblood, in Rolla this week to
talk to prospective Monsanto employees, presented the check to Tau
Beta Pi president, Leonard Laskowski.
Dr. Ron Fannin , the faculty advisor of
Tau Beta Pi, and Marvin Borgmeyer,
last semester's preSident, also attended
the presentation ceremony.
Dr . Fannin announced that the first
award winner would be selected this
spring and in the spring semester every
year thereafter Dr. Fannin saluted

Monsanto for their effort and on behalf
of Tau Beta Pi, thanked the~ for their
support.

Apologies
Thl' ~llN~;H would like to
apologize to Auxiliary Enter ·
pris!'s fill' poor taste in wording
and lack of suhstantiation of
claims mad!' III til(' article
written for KMNH in the
F!'ilrllary t:l issue of the
~Ill\ ~;H
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fine Arts Festival

'

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Feb.20
Feb.21
Feb. 22
Feb. 23
Feb. 20

FINE ARTS FESTIVAL
Tentative-Moog
Choral Night J. Kramme
Contempos
Current River Opry
Folk Dancing

8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00

CH
CH
CH
CH

St. Pat's
Room

Feb. 21 SU B Meeting-Officers' Applications out 6:30 SAC
Feb. 26

Lecture Dan Tyler Moore

Feb. 26

March 3
March 5

8:00

CH

8:00

CH

Folk Dancing

March 1
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Da nce-Bittersweet
Movie-Airport
Presentation -Who Killed JFK

4 & 6: 30

CH

8: 00

CH

Dan Tyler Moore
On Spy Warfare
Foremost spy expert , Dan
Tyler Moore, will lecture on all
phases of the tricks and trades
of espionage to UMR students
and faculty , and the Rolla
community . Sponsored by the
Student Union Board, the lecture will be held Tuesday, Feb.
26, at 8:00 p.m. in Centennial
Hall.
Spies , codes , and secret
missions were once a major
part of Dan Moore's lifestyle
and he shares his great
espionage episodes with his
audience . Moore worked with
General Donovan , heaci of the
O.S.S . (America's spy service),
during World War II. Later he
was appointed chief of the

O.S.S . counter-spy service in
Egypt under the code name of
TIVEL (Devil ). The immense
appeal of his speeches stems
from the startling realism as
Moore relates his own personal
experiences .
Dan Moore demonstrates to
the audience the unusual
weapons , gadgets, and tricks of
spy warfare along with some of
the novel personalities he has
encountered in his work. He
demonstrates the disappearing
paper used in espionage work
and gives each person in the
audience a piece of this paper.
Mr. Moore was here last year
and talked on fraud.

The Missouri Miner '
The MISSOURI MINER islhe official publicalion of Ihe studenls of
the University of Rolla. It is published at Rolla, Missouri, every
week during the school year. Entered as second class matter

February 8,1945. at the Post Office at Rolla, Mo., under the Act of
March 3, 1879. The subscriptions are $1.50 per semester . This
MISSOUR I MINER features act'ivities of the students and faculty of
UMR.
Editor
Dan Osbourne (364·9885)
Business Manager
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Advertising Director
Gerry Schmidtz (364·3856)
Graphics Editor
Tom Rolh (364·9954)
News Editor
Mike Barbaglia (364·2314)
Features Editor
Bill Behrens (364·9885)
Sports
Editor
Mick Gilliam (364·9783)
Pholo Editor
. Dave Hardin (364·8807)
Asst.
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Editor
Dan Shelledy (364·9792)
Asst . News Editor
Dennis Rackers (364-9792)
Asst
.
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Editor
Bob Born (364·9769)
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Mike Kempf (364·9769)
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Asst. Advertising Director '
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A choral group from Southwest Baptist College at Bolivar
will provide the program
Friday, Feb. 22. The grQup is
called Con tempos and is
directed by Dr. Duncan Couch.
Festival vistors should allow
themselves time enough to
browse through all three of the
art exhibits on display in the
University Center during the
week.
UMR students and junior a'nd
senior high students from 60
schools
in
south-central
Missouri have been invited to
submit their work for display at
this time. These pieces will be
Trap & Skeet time is here judged Monday and prizes will
again. We are looking for be awarded in each of the three
anyone interested in having a categories at the Friday night
good time and in improving his concert.
or her Trap & Skeet shooting.
We will be hosting the Missouri
Climax of the festival will be
State Collegiate Trap & Skeet activities beginning at 9 a .m.
Tournament March 22 and 23 at Saturday, Feb. 23. Craftsmen
the Boy 's Town Trap & Skeet from the area have been invited
Field at St. James. We need lots to bring displays of their art and
of shooters to come out in order demonstrate their crafts in the
to develop our own UMR Team. University Center-East until 5
This Tournament will be a great p.m. Several participants in
opportunity to compete against Rolla's Farmer's Market will
the best shooters in the state. be among the group.
Sign up sheets will be posted
Final event of the UMR
on the Bulletin Board in the New Festival of the Arts is a countryUniversity Center. Anyone western jamboree Saturday
interested in shooting please night. Artists are members of
sign up as soon as possible and the "Current River Opry."
you will be contacted and given
Remember , all events are
additional information in·eluding practice times. If you held in UMWs University
have any qustions , you may call Center. They are all open to .the
public and there is no charge.
Bill Lueckenhoff at 364-1490.
Wednesday's concert, Feb.
20, features electronic music
performed on a synthesizer.
The artist is Dr. W. Thomas
McKenney, associate professor
of theory and composition at
UMC.
A variety of music from
Renaissance to com temporary
will be presented Thursday,
Feb. 21, by the University Choir
and the Brass Choir. The two
groups will highlight "Set of
Three," a contemporary work
by Cecil Effinger.

~~J
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Trap and Skeet

STREISAND
• REDFORD
TOGETHERI
THE
WAY
WE
WERE

O.PEN 6:30
"Chains l l at 7:15 Only
"Runaway" a18:40 Only
EACH FEATURE SHOWS
ONETIME NIGHTLY!
These films have been banned in

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Feb. 20 - Last day for fee refund, 3 p.m., Parker
Hall
Energy Seminar, Dr. Ted Planje, 3:30 p.m.
Humanities - Social Scien.ces G-5
Electronic music concert, Dr. W. Thomas
McKenney, 8 p .m., Centennial Hall, University Center
Feb. 21 - Physics Colloquium, Dr. Mark Chang, 4
p.m., Physics 104
- University Choir and Brass Choir Concert, 8 p.m.,
Centennial Hall, University Center
Feb. 22 - Contempos Concert, Southwest Baptist
Choral group, 8 p.m., Centennial Hall, University
Center
'
Feb. 23 UMR Founders Day - 9:30 a.m.,
Chancellor's Development Council Workship, Silver
and Gold Room, University Center; 12: 15
p.m., Luncheon and Convocation, St. Pat's Ballroom,
University Center; 2 p.m. UMR and Energy Panel
Discussion, Humanities-Social Sciences G-5; 5 p.m.,
Reception, Chancellor's Development CQuncil,
Chancellor's Residence; 6:30 p.m., Dinner, St. Pat's
Ballroom, University Center
- Arts and Crafts Workshop, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
University Center- East
- Current River Opry, Country-Western Jamboree,
8 p.m. Centennial Hall, University Center
Feb. 25 - Contemporary Topics Lecture, James
Deakin, 8 p.m., Centennial Hall, University Center
March 1 - Language Fair, various locations on
campus, all day

AT RITZ
ADULT LATE SHOW
Open 11 :00 P.M.
Lale Show 11: 30 P.M.
X RATED
-No One Under 18
Admitted-

T1IE SWEfTTASlt Of MOImIIEIIUPS

'Right here on campus is where you can get the best deal on stereo and electr oniC'"
equipment of all kinds. The best price in town on name brands like ·

Fisher

_.........

SONY.

DUAL

:.:.

Ke ith Hoemann 'Pi Kappa Phi' 1704 Pine' PHONE 364-1927

RANCO, INC.
80 7 RO L L A STREET
ROLL A, MI SSOURI 6 5401
PHONE 364·4332 -

364 -4 722

Magnavox 50 Watt Component System
Now Only $327.74 Save $52.21

"SIDDIIAHTI t\
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To Arms,- Freshmen
It's Shillelagh Time
With St. Pat's rapidly approaching all freshmen should
begin preparing their shillelagh
for the purpose of eradicating
reptilian crea tures from the
campus. The shillelaghes are to
be carried between March 4th
up until St. Pat's. You should
consult your organization for
specifications.
A judging of shillelaghes will
take place at Lion's Club Park,
Pa vilion No. 4 on i"riday ,
March 15. Prizes will be
awarded for the top three
shillelaghes. The first place
When you're married, seniors in college and both studying engineering, it only
makes sense to go out together looking for a job. Bob and Karen Dollar, students
at the University of Missouri-Rolla, recently were interviewed at Du Pont's Old
Hickory plant in Tennessee. Jim Breen (left) of the company's personnel staff
explains benefits to Karen and Bob.

UMR Couple Seeks Job
It's not unusual for companies
to ask prospective employes to
bring their spouses when
coming for job interviews.
For Bob and Karen Dollar,
UMR students who are now
interviewing, that is always the
case. The question is "Who
brings whom?" The Dollars are
both engineers Bob a
chemical engineering major
and Karen in engineering
management - and the companies they have interviewed
have been as interested in
hiring one as the other.
So far the couple has found
the team approach to job
placement a pleasant experience, both for themselves
and apparently for their
prospective employers.
BeCause they would only consider working at the same
place , the Dollars are interviewing only with companies
with opportunities for both .
They have been a little surprised at their ready acceptance.
"Most companies seem to
think it is really great to have a
husband and wife team, " Bob
says. "They seem to like the
idea of having the energies and
interests of both husband and
wife directed toward the
company ." Karen has found

that opportunities and pay scale
are the same for her as those
offered a man.
She thinks engineering is a
wide open field for women,
especially right now. "Women
fulfill a minority group
requirement in industry and
many companies need women
to meet fair employment
standards . But," she adds,
"women will not be hired
simply because they are women
- they must be qualified."
It wasn't the favorable job
situation for women engineers
that lured Karen into the field.
"I didn't even know about it
until after I had enrolled," she
says . "I chose engineering
because I enjoyed science and
math more than anyting else in
high school. I also like business
courses.
Engineering
management gives me the
oppOrtunity to combine them."
For
Bob ,
chemical
engineering was an easy and
logical step from chemistry, his
major in junior college. UMR,
with its long tradition of excellence in engineering , was to
him a logical choice for his
education . "I wanted the best,"
he explains.
This semester, Bob, who
received his B.S. in chemical
engineering in December, is

Game Tournament
UMR was represented at the
ACU-I Region XI Tournaments
at the University of MissouriColumbia , on Feb. 8 & 9 by 15
studen ts participating in
bridge, chess, table tennis, and
bowling. Competing against the
best individuals on the college
level , from a four state level,
our students made a very
respectable showing. The best
UMR showing was in Chess
where our team of Richard
Hampel and Roy Wingfield
finished in a tie for third place.
. University
of
MissouriColumbia took the first place
trophy.
Other UMR students pa r·
ticipa ting in the tournament
include : Eric Seiler , Ga r y
Steck el , John Ga rrett, a nd
David Hollocher in table tennis ,
Hugh Murray , Gerry Howser ,
Edwin Srenco, and Jack Beers
in bridge, and Steve Dupont,
J ames Farris , Ballard Simmons , Dan Wenk , and Lester
Napier in bowling .

Hopefully we will . continue
our participation at this Annual
Regional Tournament and
maybe come home with some
first place trophies next year.

White House Report
James Deakin, White House
correspondent for the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch, will speak in
Centennial Ha ll of the
University Center Monda y,
Feb. 25, 8 p.m. His address is
entitled " Report from the White
House." In his talk Deakin will
take a close look a t President
Nixon 's conduct of the
presidency , his administrative
staff and Deakin 's idea of
Nixon 's political concept of his
job.
Tickets are free. Students ,
faculty and staff may pick up
ti ckets in the University Center
and the huma nities department
any weekda y from Feb. 18
through 25. The general public
may request tickets from Feb.
21 thr0ugh 25.

enrolled in graduate school.
Karen is completing her final
undergraduate semester and
six hours of graduate work.
They are also busy interviewing
and making plans for the future .
And they ' are interviewing in
what placement officials are
saying is the best job market for
engineers in several years, both
in salary and number of job
offers. Also under consideration
is full-time graduate work,
since both plan eventually to get
advanced degrees.
Whether they continue at
UMR as-graduate students and
dorm supervisors or take a job,
one thing is sure: for Karen and
Bob Dollar the future holds
more involvement with their
two
major
interests,
engineering and people.

shillelagh will receive $25.00,
second place will receive $15.00
and third place will receive
$10.00. So freshmen start
making your shillelaghes now.
Also, another reminder that
you may obtain St. Pat 's
sweatshirts, garters and buttons in the University Center .
They will be on sale Monday
thru Friday between the hours
of 9:30 and 3:30. Help make this
years St. Pat's the best one
ever, start buying your green
now.

Streaking
Comes Alive
One activity that has picked
up a little this semester on a few
college campuses across the
nation is "streaking. " For those
of you who are unaware of just
what this activity is , it's a
midnight dash across the
campus in the nude. Some
students do cover themselves
with tennis shoes and socks.
Some campuses this is quite an
occasion. It's usually advertised when someone will be
streaking and a crowd is
sometimes there to cheer them
on. Last week a 21-year-{)ld
student was arrested at SMU in
Dallas, Texas and charged with
disorderly conduct following a
nude sprint across campus.
Following the streaker's apprehension an estimated 500
student gathered in the SMU
Freshman Quad. Others looked

on from their windows. Bras
and bare legs were hanging
from the windows and others
were displaying their bare
buttocks.
While the four security officers on duty were trying to
contain the crowd, two
streakers successfully ran down
the adjacent street in the Quad
and escaped in a getaway car.
In another incident, a girl on a
second floor dorm at SMU
disrobed in front of an open
window while a crowd cheered
he, on.
It all sounds kind of wild.
There's even a rumor that a
couple of streakers will sprint
across the UMR Quad at
midnight this Friday night. Who
know's-we have our fun too.

SME field Trip
February 7th, 8th and 9th, 24
students of the Society of
Mining Engineers went on a
field trip to Southern Illinois to
see some of the mines in that
area.
Thursday morning the Miner
bus was loaded with all the
necessary equipment and left
for Illinois at 6:30 a.m. The
Peabody Baldwin Mine was the
first stop where the group was
given a tour of the underground
operations and free lunch. The
next stop that afternoon was the
Southwestern Coal Company's
Captain Mine . Here the students
got a good look at their strip
mining operations.
One of the machines used at
this mine is a giant shovel with
a 180 cubic ya rd bucket. This
earth mover stood 22 stories
high and was used to remove
the over burden off the coal
seam approximately 100 ft.
from the surface. The group
also got to look at som e exper imenta I coa l haulage trucks
I'lI Jit b~ Caterpi ll ar. The trucks

could haul 240 tons of coal. They
had a complete cab and engine
on each end. One could steer
both ends of the truck from
either end. These features were
built into the trucks because
they were too big to turn around
in .. the pit. Unfortunately the
trucks were too much of a
problem and were junked.
Thursday night was spent in
Carbondale at the Holiday Inn .
There the Miners made a good
investigation of the night life.
This investigation was carried
out until the wee hours of the
morning and then after a little
sleep the group was ready for
the road about 7 a. m. Friday.
The first stop Friday was the
Min erva Flourspar mine. After
descending 1000 feet to the
mini ng level the students rode
around in di esel trucks to view
the operation.
Th e aft ernoon was taken up at
Sahara Coal Co. One unique
pa rt of their undergr ound
op~ration was their method of

blasting the coal . They used air
compressed to 9000 psi and then
released. It is used in place of
dynamite becaus~ of the state
la ws in Illinois.
Friday
night
accommodations and beverages
were provided by Sahara Coal
Company.
'
The last stop of the trip was
the old Ben No. 21 Underground
Coal Mine Saturday morning.
Here the students saw a method
of putting in a secondary shaft
by the use of a raise drill .
The shaft was drilled by a 15
ft. diameter drill head raised
from the bottom up and rota ted
from the surface by a small
shaft in a 12" diameter pilot
hole.
The trip ended when Old Ben
Coal Company fed the students
lunch a nd the n everyone
returned for a long ride back to
Rolla.
The trip was a great success
where everyone learned alot
and had a great timp
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Feature-Scuba Club

Might Doesn't Make Oil Either
The mightiest nations of The
Free World met in Washington
last week to discuss what to do
about that bunch of uppity twobit Arab sheikdoms.
In a spirit of unparalleled
brothered and friendship ,
backed by awesome military
might, the planet's most advanced technologies, and unsurpassed monetary and industrial wealth, these nations
vowed in blood to present an
unassailable united front
against those tiny oil-producing
countries - if they could do so,
they agreed, without offending
anybody of the Arabic persuasion.
It
was a tremendous
diplomatic triumph for the
United States, which arranged
the conference. And the very
next morning our Ambassador
to Phynkia triumphantly called
at The Loyal Royal Palace to
give the news to the hereditary
ruler, known as The RatL (cq )
Now
Phynkia
has
a
population of 1213, of which onethird are camels, four are
soldiers and the rest are
cousins. Its assets consist of 73
tarbooshes (cq) (a one-sided
Phynkian tent), six royal
limousines, one used prayer rug

SUMMER JOBS

and , as luck would have it, 432
producing oil wells.
"The jig is up, Ratt," said our
Ambassador happily . " Now
that us mightiest nations have
formed a united front against
you, you've got no choice but to
sell us your oil for a buck a
barrel. Or else! "
" Or else what?" inquired the
Ratt , cleaning his fingernails .
"Need I remind you, " said
our Ambassador, "that a single
one of our thermonuclear
missiles could blow you out of
the desert?"
"You have , perhaps," said
the Ratt, "discovered a use for
radioactive oil?"
"You're forgetting economic
realities, Ratt," said our
Ambassador, frowning. "While
we have always believed that
the rich , strong nations should
give a helping hand to the poor,
defenseless nations.. . ."
"I couldn't agree with you
more ," said the Ratt, opening a
coffer of $1000 bills. "Having
seen your unemployment
figures, would a couple of billion
tide you over until next
Tuesday? At, of course, ten per
cent? "
"What good is filthy lucre?"
said our Ambassador, changing
tacks. "Do you realize at the
rate you 're now raking it in, you

Arabs will have 70 per cent of
the international monetary
reserves in six short years?"
"What a pity," said the RatL
"But to help you out," said
our Ambassador , glanCing
nervously over his shoulder,
"we Americans will sacrifice
ourselves and buy your oil at
half price. Only don't tell my
dear friend, the French
Ambassador. He might think we
were double-erossing him."
" Why should I tell him?" said
the Ratt. "He made me a better
offer half an hour ago."
"Would you deal with a
double-erossing rat, excuse the
expression, like that?" cried
our Ambassador angrily.
"Not until I talk to the
Japanese Ambassador next,"
said the Ratt, glancing at his
appointments schedule.
"Look here, stick with us
Americans,"
said
our
Ambassador, desperately. "Sell
us your oil and we promise to
give you awesome military
might , an advanced technology
and industrial and economic
wealth equal to our own."

A fact that many students
realize far to late in their
academic years is that a wide
variety of clubs and activities
are available to them on
campus: There is usually one
organization for every interest,
from photography to cave
exploring. Just as students need
organizations to pursue their
abilities and socialize with
people of similiar interests, so
do these organizations need new
student members to keep the
momentum going. It is the
purpose of this article and
future articles like it , to
familiarize the students at
U.M.R. with the many clubs
available to them.
One of the newest and more
unusal clubs on campus is the
U.M.R. Scuba Club. The club
was originated when several
students interested in the skills
and techniques of scuba diving
decided to band together. The
Scuba Club was formed in the
fall of 1973 so that these interested students could exchange ideas, plan organized
outings, and give other students
the chance to learn scuba
diving .

"You think I'm out of my
skull?" shouted the Ratt,
There are currently eleven
tossing our Ambassador out the
door. "Who'd want to be in your voting members in the Scuba
Club. All are certified divers
shoes? "

Guys & Gals needed for summer
employment at National Parks ,
Private Camps , Dude Ranches and
Resorts throughout the nation .
Over 50,000 students aided each
year . For FREE informa t ion on
student assi stance program send
self-addressed STAMPED en velope to Opportunit y Research ,
Dept. SJO , 55 Flathead Dri v e,
Kalispell , MT 59901 .
.... YOU MUST APPLY EARLY ..
f.'IIS STUDENT ASSISTANCE

P~OGRA M
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with the PAD!, an organization
recognized within the United
States. Meetings are presently
being held the second and fourth
Thursday of each month in the
conference room of the Multi
Purpose Building. The next
meeting will be on February 28
at a time to be announced. This
meeting will be open to the
public.
Last Thanksgiving marked
the first of the scuba clubs' field
trips. The members spent
several days in Corpus Christi
Texas, scuba diving in the Gulf
of Mexico. Another trip to Key
Largo, Florida is being planned
this semester. Field trips are
not the only thing that the Scuba
Clu.b does, however. The
member names are registered
with the Rolla Police and the
Missouri State Highway Patrol
for purposes of salvage and
rescue work . The club has
participated in two such
projects so far. One was called
by the Highway Patrol to look
for stolen cars in a nearby
quarry. Members are paid $50 a
dive for their work.
There are two requirements
for membership in the Scuba
Club. You must be a student at
U.M.R., and a certified diver.
How does one become a cerContinued on Page 5
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CRAFTS-HOBBIES-ARTISTS'SUPPLIES
605 PINE STREET
PHONE 364-5581
ROLLA,MISSOURI 65401

H"S BEEN

REV!EWED BV THE FEDERAL TRADE COM MI SSION

. ::. ':.',.

ere's your chance to get
: ioneer hi-fi at a price
. you can afford.

John's
Coin & Bottle

Shop
111 East 4th Street
(old license bldg.)

COINS

BOTTLES

SUPPLIES
BUYING ALL SlLVER COINS
DATED 1964 OR BEFORE AND
OTHER OLD COINS.

~···+···········+f
: TI SR 10 Calculatorsi
00
:

t

$90
••~Campus
Book Store •
.................t

~:~·L"~l

ER CORRAL
@PIONEER"' SX-525
AM-FM STEREO SYSTEM
.\
;:'.
\
.
.

Othe r people may get more money for a stereo system but nobody gi"es you more stereo for your money than
Pio nee r. Here's what you get: • Pioneer SX-525 72 watt
AM-FM Stereo Receiver . A pair of Pi oneer CS-44 2-way
Speaker System s • (Indicate Turntable) • Indicate Cartridge / Styl us)
COMPLETE SYSTEM

Sound
Center

HOUSE

--..... -ILED 'TEA
\

$1 88

:~i

: ~~t~u;ruckS

Ii

.: Special Datzun 240-Z

$434.95
1107 Pine
364-7715

• Cadillac
• Pontiac

:::

\i:
364-6979

~ ~~~rM~~t::Ol~c

::: 'ONT'.C

Phone 364-3783

~~.:.:.:.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.;.;.:~;~;;;::.:
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Changing Role
of Journalism
Editorial Opinion
by Bill Behrens

J:-
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Scuba Club
Continued from Page 4
tified diver? It's easier than you
think. Courses will be offered
this semester by the University
'of Missouri Extension Division

in basic and advanced scuba
diving. The cost of the basic
lessons is $55. This includes
sixteen hours of classroom
instruction , sixteen hours of
swimming pool practice, and
one open dive. The school
supplies a tank and regulator
for students in this course. Once
a student passes the basic

DELICIOUS MEXICAN FOOD

~~ft'e~A~A

Dining Room-Orders to Go-Open Daily 11 a_m_
Hwy. 63 S.-Rolla, Mo.-364-1971-Closed Monday

Introducing
to
Rolla

NUNN

BUSH

Sh u ('!"1
F u r 1\1.' 11

One of the many problems turn in myriads of newsworthy
that have been faCing jour- material as succinctly as the
nalists has been the role radio Chinese Army. Enthusiasm is
and television have to playas indeed a virtue but many of the
far as news coverage and present applications have been
editorials . Equal time is trying and the patience of many
espoused as a virtue while the have been tested, as impending
practice of it blazes into con- errors threaten to swamp the
troversy through different twin towers of Rolla . Have
interpretations. Censorship and several "interviews" taken
Federal liscensing run in- place without the knowledge of
tertwined in this area as various the victim, have implications
leaders in the field take stands of various requests for publicity
such as Harry Rea~oner , Walter been mired in more innuendos
Cronkite, and Howard K. Smith. that have mislead organizations
It is evident that these eminent trying to cooperate on several of
men are not always esteemed these forays?
for their stands, and the good
taste and prejudice are conI personally admire many of
stantly challenged by others
these aspects of vigorous
just as qualified.
reporting but am amazed at the
style and wisdom that has been
This field has picked up most used. KMNR has almost
of its traditions from the older
course , he is a registered scuba newspapers that supplied the unlimited power to reach the
students, yet goes into the foray
diver.
initial talent and in many cases
The officers and voting continue the control financially . of controversy as brutally as
members of the Scuba Club are: Rolla is not immune from this possible. Hourly newscasts
Charles Koch-President , Bill problem as many able student seem to have been written with
Uding -Vice President , Jerry engineers try their hand at it. little or no forethought and a
Gardner -Secretary, Rudolph KMNR has stressed - news lacadisical attitude for giving
Fisher - Treasurer, Clark Sraig, service and in the course of this sources beyond hearsay, and
Roger Lavee , Steve Stearns, has been brought into the brunt little regard for the sources of
information. The staff of KMNR
Irvin Books , John Skain, and of this controversy on a level
has taken on the role as weather
Mark Dolecki.
with its capabilities . This forecasters as they want only
organization has expanded rattle of possibilities. There is a
If you are interested in scuba
diving , contact any ,?f these rapidly , putting a new tran- possibility of almost anything
men , or come on down to the smitter into operation with all until f\lrther research has been
the finesse off any Lockheed
February 28th meeting. They'll officiaL It has inspired of roving done, and much of this has been
broadcasted as very real
be waiting for you !
reporters, instilling students to possibilities without checking
the parties involved. I hope a
new line is taken soon before
reporters ask the opinions of
-SAVE UP TO 50%several knowledgable sources
Better than SAE discount
and leap into another week of
Auto Parts & Acc. Speed Equip.
the fun filled controversies .

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY
NOTICE

THIS WEEKS

SPECIAL
8 oz.- COLT 45
78~
8 oz. SCHLITZ MALT
92~
12 oz. HAMMS Regular
9r
BUSCH QUARTS
44~
OLD MILWALKEE QUARTS 44~

WHI LE THEY LAST
Fl EX IBl ES

OFF R egll lat, P "jn
10 S IIIO e n l!'i

1LAIIlLI~-family

shoes
364-20 50

509

PARKING IN THE REAR

Steve Wyman and John
Zravtt, from General
Electric, will be addressing the American
Nuclea r Society on
licensing and state of
the art in boiling water
nuclear reactors . The
meeting will be held
Wednesday , February
20 , at 8 p.m . in Room 217
Fulton.

RON'S SINCLAIR
63 N. & 1-44
Rolla, Mo.
CALL 364-5169
.STUDENT GAS
DISCOUN T
IF YOU NEED A CAR

DOWNTOWN
AUTO SALES
9th & Elm Rolla, Mo.
GOOD CLEAN
USED CARS
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Nostalgia Hits
-Mizzou Campus

Come

forward,

you

the coming of green-or

COLUMBIA MO. _ The room Shadow's real name? A team
full of chattering, laughing member screws up hiS face In a
college students suddenly contorted expressIOn, leans
became hushed as the back in his chair and explodes,
moderator walked to the "Lemont Cranston." There's an
podium, glanced at the two audible sense of relaxation -in
tense teams on his right and left the room.
and asked " For the first tossThe tension breaks again
up questio~, who played Fibber momentarily during the rain of
McGee and Molly?"
obscure questions when a
And with that the cham- desperate participant answers
pionship playoff of the 1974 the question , "Who was Roy
Nostalgia Bowl began at the Roger's sidekick?" with "Dale
University
of
Missouri- Evans."
..
.
Columbia_ A total of 46 fourLentz said hiS committee
member teams entered the spent weeks researching
bowl competition. Each pair of questions by flipping through
teams played 30 minutes old comic boo~s and reference
straight fielding questions books on old films to come up
from the' 20s to the 60s on sub- with an assortment of difficult
jects as varied as cartoons questions, both specific and
comic, films and sports until th~ general, from different times
competition was whittled down and areas.
to the ·two top teams.
"W.e tried to keep the
.
questions as competitive as
hearty Miners, and
prepare your face for
"Students are looking back at possible," Lentz said. "You
have it prepared for
you.
the 50s and 60s," Benjamin L. would be surprised how much
Lentz, Nostalgia Bowl Chair- people do know." He adds that
man, said about the nostalgia the committee hopes to extend
craze which is sweeping the the competition to the Big Eight
nation's campuses. "The bowl next year.
is a good way for students to test
If the current interest in
nostalgia continues perhaps
their memories."
Audiences who attend the that old talk of "generation
paper sliderule on to (balsa the back. It really was a cheapo matches are mostly composed gap" will disappear as Mom
wood, metal, plastic, etc.J or do wasn't it? All you need to do is of students who concentrate and Dad are suddenly thrown
as I did - go to your local glue (plastic cement this time) with the teams as each question into the limelight as "nostalgia
friendly (til they have your $$$) a piece of thin clear plastic to is popped. What was the experts."
bookstore ' and buy a cheap the back of the cursor where it
plastic sliderule - one with just grips around the outside being
a couple of scales - and glue careful to lay a hairline in first
NOTICE
vour 24 or 25 scale masterpiece and clamp it down with the
of the photocopier's art on it. "glass." Make sure the hairline
UMR Chess Club is sponsoring the UMR "Open"
Remember though, if you is aligned right or you will get a
Che~s tou~na":,ent Saturday and Sunday, Feb. 23, 24.
choose this route, don't blow lot of wrong answers. Clear thin
Registration In Room 216 Student Union at 8:30
your three or four dollars plastic may be obtained from
Saturday, Feb. 23. Questions, ca II Roy Wingfield 341without making sure the center the plastic box that twin-blade
~~.
'
section is the same width as razorblades come in. The clear
your paper center section and part pops right out and can be
that both sides are wide enough cut to size. Hairlines can be
for the outside scales of your made of human hair.
paper slipstick. And most
These sliderules have three
important - make sure there
will be enough room under the advantages over the real
brackets for the center section McCoy. First, they are cheap.
to slide after the paper scales Secondly, they don't get ripped
have been glued on. When you off as easily. You can write your
do glue it all together use name directly on the scales in
rubber cement to fasten the big bright letters with one of
(The Originator of the Student Finance
paper to the plastic. The excess those highlighting pens Plan in this Area)
will easily rub off after it dries something you never see on the
and, should your new cheapo expensive models. Third - I
sliderule get dirty or something, forget.
Th~s plan allows the students upon approved credits
you can peel the old paper
and lob, to buy a new car with nothing down and
scales off and glue nice clean
Unfortunately they also have
pa~ments. of $25..00 per month until you are on the job.
ones on.
a drawback. When I was taking
ThiS plan IS not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford has sold
Now that you have the paper one of my finals (back in the
ov.er 750 new cars and trucks to graduating students
scales glued to the plastic days before I got out of
thiS way. ~ee us for all the details. Also you can use
sliderule, you flip it over and, 10 engineering) all the professors
your own Insurance or ours.
and behold, there's no hairline on who were wandering about
FORD LINCOLN AND MERCURY
wanted to play with it.
This allows the graduating students to have a new car
before he graduates when he really needs it.
See Us For Your Reservations

How to Make An Expensive Sliderule Cheaply
lIP's cost in the hundreds of
dollars and a good sliderule will
hit you for a good thirty . You
can save yourself a bundle and
still come out with a decent,
accurate sliderule by building
the "Versafraud" or the
"Stickitt·to-Pickett" .
They are both made the same
way. You copy a good sliderule
with a copying machine. First
you need to find a friend with
the sliderule you want. Borrow
it - if you steal it, you will lose
a friend and possibly the use of
your arms. Remove the cursor
assembly (careful with those
tiny screws and the hairline)
and take the rest to your local
friendly copying machine.
There are two in the library for
student use but the results are
often not too clear unless you do
it the same day they work on the
machines. There is another
machine, a different brand of
copier, at the Post Office. Do
not take the sliding section out
while copying . If you take it out,
the sliding section will
reproduce slightly larger than
the rest because it will be closer
to the copier. Copy both sides of
the sliderule. Make sure there is
110 pressure on the sliderule. It
might bend causing a slight
amount of distortion in the
reproduction. Now take your
paper pictures of the sliderule
to the nearest papercutter and
carefully cut the sliding section
from the rigid outer sections.
Trim up the edges. A paper
cutter may be found in any
library.
So far , unless you are really
clumsy with a paper cutter, you
have not spent a quarter . At this
point the financia l end of the
business takes a possi ble turn
for the worse. You can try to
fashion a base to glue y:our

Need
Experienced
Help on Your Taxes
Contact :
Mike Ragan
(364-8189) or
Rick Scaiefe
(341-3118)
References
Ava ilable
Specia I for Stude nts

DIEHL MONTGOMERY
FORD SALES
Rolla. Missou ri

RUSTIC MOTEL
ROLLA . MISSOURI

MARVIN L. JONES
MANAGER

"This is a special discount program for students. We
will be glad to quote you a price on any Ford or
Mercury product."

. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ GOOO WITH THIS COUPON O N L V - - - - - - - - ,

!MINER
SPECIAL~~~;~,~~~~!"RII
I
Includes: 5 pes. Chicken
Whipped Potatoes & Gravy
Cole Slaw, 2 Rolls

I
I
I

I
I
I

SAVE

35¢

No Extra Crispy

$

2I
I

Reg. $2.35

MALCOM'S
HWY. 63 & 72

... _ - -

Ktatuek" fried CkiekeK®
---

00 TH RU MARCH 3 - -- - --

364-6307
__ _

I
I

I
I

I

]

r
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Miner Sports
Stalling Breaks Record

As Miners Whip Lincoln
Saturday night the Miners
ended their home basketball
season in spectacular fashion ,
defeating Lincoln 98-95 , with
Ken Stalling breaking three
records.
Ken is now the UMR all-time
high scorer for a single game.
He poured in 41 points Sa turday
night, which broke the old
record of 39 (which he had tied
earlier this season ). His 36
a ttempted field goals and the 19
he made are also new records .
It was a great show for the
4,500 fans. In both halves the

Miners built up 10 point leads
but just couldn't pull away from
the determined Tigers. La Mont
Pruitt, another top scorer in the
MIAA , and an excellent
rebounder , nearly pulled it out
for the Tigers. The 6-6 center set
an opponents, scoring 38 points
and grabbing 13 rebounds .

Coming off an already excellent
game the six foot five inch
center played ferociously
against Pruitt, outrebounding
him and scoring eight points.
With forty seconds left, Bob's
fifteen footer made the score 9692. Pruitt then hit on a ten footer
with fifte en seconds left .
Stalling got the ball and was
fouled. Ken got the record then,
making both ends of a bonus
situa tion . Vince Humphrey
finished the scoring with one
free throw . Then the Miners
held the ball until the buzzer.
(Beautiful ! )
With Thursday night's win
over Westminister 101-69, the
Miners are now 11-10 overall
and 6-4 in the conference.
Stalling scored 28 in that one
and is now solidly entrenched in
the top ten scorers in the nation
with a 25 plus average.

Tommy Noel also played his
last home game for UMR. He
has been on of the most consistent players over the last four
years, and as usual was a
major factor in the win over
Lincoln , scoring eight points
and grabbing 11 rebounds .
UMR is almost certain to take
second in the MIAA and still
have a chance for first. They
have two more games in league
action and are a game and a
half behind Springfield. The win
Saturday night completed a
perfect year at home and was
the eleventh win in a row over
two seasons.

TONIGHT!

With the score tied 82 all and
four seconds left, the Miners put
on a full court press which
forced a half-eourt shot by
Lincoln and sent the game into
overtime. After lOSing their ten
point lead, the Miners actually
trailed by three points before
Royce Vessell's two fifteen
footers put them ahead again.
From there it was see-saw for
the last five minutes. Vessell
scored seven of his nineteen
points in the closing minutes to
keep the Miners alive.
It was Bob Stanley's turn to
become the hero in overtime.

Dean Atchley talks
about the energy cnsls
with ·
the
theme
engineering:
Our
greatest energy cnSIS,
Dean Atchley will talk
Wed. 20that7:00 P.M. in
the ME Auditorium.
There will be a short
question and answer
period following the
talk . Dean Atchley
promises to be an informative speaker on
this current world
problem .

NOTICE
Are you interested in a
canoe race? If you are,
a golden opportunity
lies ahead for you. A
canoe race is being
planned for later this
semster for both males
and females . The race
will take place down the
Gasconade River, with
the race being 16 miles
for ma les and 6 miles
for females. The race is
for 2-man canoes only.
A $2 or $3 entry fee wi II
be required, and the
contestants must supply
their own canoe. If you
are interested in getting
into this contest, drop a
line to Mark Bruno at
503 East 6th Street, Apt.
No. 3.
-

DICTIONARIES WEBSTER
Library size 1973 edition, brand new,
still in box.
Cost New $45.00

Will Sell for $15.00
Make Checks Payable To

DICTIONARY LIQUIDATION
And Mail To

MISSOURI MIN ER

T·l

UM R
F o r M ore Info r mat ion : Call 364-3856

e.0 . D. orders enclose 1.00 good w ill depos it. Pay ba la nce plus e. O. D.
shi pping on del iver y. Be satisfied on i nspection or return within 10
days for full r efun d. No dealers, each volume specifically stamped
not f or res a Ie.
Please add $1.25 postage and handli ng.

Ross Klie defends against a Lincoln shooter in the
Miners' home closing win over the Tigers.

Leagues Decided;
Playoffs Begin
Last week volleyball competition was limited to two days .
These two days , however , saw
four league titles clinched.
WRHA, Lambda Chi , Beta Sig ,
and Tau Kappa Epsilon finished
undefeated and moved into
playoff berths . League Four
was decided on Monday night
with Sigma Pi defeating Theta
Xi 22-20, 15-21, and 21-14 .
What was perhaps the best
game of the season pitted TKE
against Kappa Sig in the final
game for each team in League
One action. TKE, led by Meier
of Spike and Randero of
Mudville defeated Kappa Sig in
two games, 21-18, 21-11. Both
teams seemed nearly even
until , midway in the second
game, TKE dug four Kappa Sig
spikes in a row out of the court.
From that point on , TKE pulled
away and went on to win. Beta
Sig defeated Phi Kap 21-6 21-15

to win their league. Lambda Chi
also won handily over MRHA
21-16, 21-7. Earlier in the week
TKE had triumphed over Pi
Kappa Alpha 21-9, 21-6 ; Tech
Club beat GDI 22-24 , 21-17, 2114 ; BSU took the Ma~es 21-9, 2112; MRHA 21-7, 21-4 over
Acacia; the Iranians squeaked
by Alpha Epsilon Pi 21-19, 21-17 ;
Theta Xi beat Delta Sigma Phi
21-10, 21-3 to set the stage for
Monday 's game with Sig Pi, and
Phi Kap defeated Delta Tau 21
12, 21-11.

In women's action WRHl
beat Zeta Tau 15-0, 15-2 ; anc
Kappa Delta beat Newman 10·
15, 15-8, 15-4.

The playoff schedule is as
follows : Wednesday Beta Sig
meets Sig Pi and TKE tackles
Lambda Chi , both at 9:15. The
finals are Thursday, with the
championship game at 7 :15 and
the third place game at 8: 15.

f~;:1;;~~';'~"'-" ""(§~';~':'i'~'l""-"'-"15iil:~':~':"'!Il

ISI"k: : : i:~,ES:":dOI,a:d: i': :':""'1
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Frosted mugs-Coldest Beer in Town-Sandwiches

!i Hwy &3 & Cedar

Rolla, Mo.

I
II:

364.1503:l::

••••••••••••••••:.;.;.;._._._•••.•••1••••••••:.:.:.;. ; .-. _. _._._• • • _._• • • • • _._• •• _•••••_._ • ••• ••.'••
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Rolla Volkswagen ~.
Old Hiway 66 East
At Northwye
364-5178
"Always A Fine Selection
Of New & Used Cars"

Merideth Motors
Sl Roberts, MOo
336-3416
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Trackmen Win
Triangular Meet
The Miner track team moved yard high hurdles , while Jim
into the third week of the indoor Wasilak placed first in the 300
season and prepared for the yard dash .
upcoming conference meet with
In the last three races of the
a triangular meet against day, the Miners captured all
Missouri Valley and William three first places to put the
Jewell. In one of the most ex- meet well out of reach. Freshciting meets of the season, the man Bill Maples continued
Miners captured eight of twelve improving to capture the
events, scoring 76 112 points to Miners only victory in the
outdistance William Jewell with distance races with his first
50 points and Missouri Valley place victory in the two mile. In
with 43112 points.
the 440 yard dash, Tom Wycoff
Steve Smith put together an lead the quarter field with a
excellent performance by time of 53.5. In the final and
placing first in the triple jump most exciting race of the day ,
with a school record mark of 44 the Miners captured the mile
feet and 9 inches, and following relay.
up with a second place finish in
Other finishers in the meet
the long jump and a second were Tom Wycoff, who finished
place tie in the high jump. second in the 60 yard dash, and
In other field events, the Miner F loyd Harris who finished
trackmen continued to improve fourth in the sixty. In the two
with first place finishes in the mile , Mike Scheplin finished
high jump and shot put. In the second behind Maples and in the
high jump, Dye continued his 880 yard dash, Mark Snowden
fine performances with a jump finished second and Doug
of 6'2". In the shot put Mike Hagedorn finished fourth.
Brueckmann placed first with a
In the upcoming two weeks,
put of 46'5" .
the Miners conclude their inIn the running events, Stu door season with the AllDunlop continued his winning Missouri Indoor Invitational
ways with a victory in the 60 and the MIAA Conference Meet.

Wrestlers Prepare For
Conference Meet
Last week was a lean week for chances to place high in the
UMR 's wres tl ers as they conference meet this Saturday
managed only four individual at Cape Girardeau, with Ganz
wins in two meets, and one of and Blackmore having a good
those was a forfeit.
chance to win.
Old reliables Mike Blackmore
Looking back on the season,
and Steve Ganz each collected there are some dismal spots.
decisions Tuesday , but the This season is the first losing
Miners dropped a 37-7 decision -season the wrestlers have ever
to Southwest Missouri State at experienced. But the team and
Springfield . Mike wo n hi s Coach Joe Keeton have been
match 6-2, and Steve over- plagued by injuries , scholastic
powered his opponent, 14-0. On ineligibility , the failure to
Saturday , neither Steve nor return of some lettermen, and
Mike wrestled and UMR lost to the decision by last year's AllUMSL 36-12. Freshman Mark American heavyweight Gary
Crosby pinned his heavyweight McAlpin to pass up his fina l
opponent at 1: 36 of the second year of eligibility . And there
period , and UMSL forfeited the have been some bright spots. If
134 pound class for UMR's other Ganz can win the conference
six points.
this week , he will finish the
Despite their relatively poor season with only one loss , the
showing last week , several best record ever by a Miner
UMR wrestlers have excellent grappler.

Rob Armstrong is in trouble in his · 118 pound match against an UMSL
Riverman_

Miners Defeat Southwest and JBU
But Fall Again to Nemesis Drury
The past weekend was a very
profitable time for the UMR
swimming team. They came
away with big victories over
John Brown, a team they had
never before defeated , and
Southwest Missouri State
University, the team that will
give the Miners their main
opposition in the conference
championships. The Miners
also hosted Drury, the result
here being the same it has
always been for the Miners or
any other college division team ,
a Drury triumph.
Saturday was the day that the
Miners-took on Drury and John
Brown, ina double dual. In such
a meet , there are two sets of
scores kept, UMR versus Drury
and UMR versus John Brown .
Scoring is a little tricky. For
instance, if Drury took the first
two places, UMR the next two
and John Brown the last two ,
Drury would get eight points
against one for the Miners on
that side of the scoring, and the
Miners would get eight points
against one for John Brown on
the other side of the scoring
column.
Considering only UMR versus
Drury, the meet was all Drury,
with the final score 69-43. Bill
Orr and Mike Norberg led the
Miners, with Orr taking first
place in the 200 free and the 500
free and Norberg capturing the
top spot in the 200 fly. It was
also Orr and Norberg who
stopped Drury's domination of
pool records set. Norberg set a
pool and varsity record in the
200 fly, a record that he had
broken the previous day against

Springfield. Orr set his pool
record in the 500 free. The only
other Miner victory belonged to
the 400 free relay team. Jim
West, Rusty Curtis, and, you
better believe it , Orr and
Norberg nipped the Drury
contingent by two tenths of a
second. The results against John
Brown produced a lot more
Miner winners. The 400 medley
relay team of Bill Grieser, Tim
Blood, Norberg and Curtis took
first , as did Phil Henry in the
1000 free , Orr in the 200 free,
Blood in the 50 free, Steve
Peppers in the one-meter
diving, Norberg in the 200 fly ,
Orr in the 500 free , and Peppers
in the three-meter diving .
Although it was a good victory
for the Miners , it must be
stated, in John Brown's
defense, that they came to the
meet with only eight swimmers.
Compared to the near-twenty
man squads of both UMR and
Drury, John Brown was lacking
in depth.
Although the Miners split
Saturday , the meet was an
exciting one to watch. In addition to the two pool records set
by the Miners, Drury set fourin the 200 individual medley, the
one-meter diving , the 100 free
and the 200 back. One can thusly
see what kind of a team the
Miners were up against.
The Miners achieved their
biggest victor y agai ns t a
conference opponent when they
beat the Bears from SMS on
Friday , 59-54. Orr, Norberg and
Blood each won two events ,
and these three teamed 1,lp with

1IiI---..-------------.................
.••
••
ENGINEERS •••
In e nergy fi e lds, commun icatio ns, hi ghway safety, co nsume r
protect ion, exp lori ng inner a nd outer s pace , defe nse , e nvironment.. . . Fede ra l agenc ies have be en give n res pons ibilit y for
so me of the mos t import a nt wo rk be in g do ne today .
So me of th e ir jobs are uniqu e, with proj ec ts and fac iliti es
foun d now he re e lse . All a re cha lle ngi ng and offe r exce ll e nt
pote nti a l fo r advanceme nt. Good peo pl e a re in de mand.
Ou r na ti onwide network ca n ge t yo ur name re ferred to age nc ies in eve ry part of the cou nt ry. Cha nces are some of them
are do ing things yo u 'd like to do.
Write to:

Engineering Recruitment, Room 6A 11

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20415
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Rusty Curtis to win the 400
modley relay . Norberg won the
200 individual medley and the
200 fly , the latter setting a pool
and varsity record that lasted
one day. Blood won the 50 free
and the 100 free . Orr captured
the 200 free and the 500 free. Orr
also deServes a major portion of
the credit in the triumph of the
400 medley relay , as he overcame a slight deficit to win by
almost three seconds.
Jim West was victorious in
the 1000 free , and Steve Peppers
gave a clutch performance as
he won the three-meter diving.
"Peps" had to take at least
second place, or the Miners
would have lost. He knew this
fact before the event began.
Steve also had bad memories
from the one-meter competition
when he lost his balance on his
final dive , costing him second
place. Thinking about all of this ,
Steve didn 't settle for second, he
came through to beat both of the
other divers and took first.
A slight difference in the
caliber of the opposition can be
seen in the records set over the
two days. It was already
mentioned that six records were
set on Saturday, as the Miners
were swimming against Drury.
Only one record was set on
Friday, while five others were
missed by one second or less.
This goes to show that top flight
competition really brings out
the best in the Miners. The only
problem was that Drury was a
little too much. The Miners will
settle for a few less records and
a few more wins, especially
aga inst MIAA competition.
The Miners now look forward
to their final meet of the year
before the MIAA championships this weekend, as
Pittsburg State visits Rolla . The
meet will start at 2:00 p.m . and
a large crowd will be apprecia ted . This will lead the
Miners into the final ami
culmina ting event of the year
for them , the conference
championships. These will be
held in Rolla on March 8th and
9th.
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